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Web Design Clients Additional Endorsements
!
"We were very pleased with the degree and enthusiasm with which you responded to
our ideas and outline for the site we envisioned. Since the launch of our new (2006-07) website
we have gotten favorable comments and various accolades about the 'new' look and the ease
with which information is retrieved-prior to your involvement the website was not a resourceful
tool, nor was it easy to navigate. This we attribute to your excellent services."
Rich Davis, former, Executive Director, Pawtucket Foundation.
!
"Rachel Cyrene Blackman in her role as web designer really ʻgotʼ what I was trying to
create as a presence on the web. She has the technical, artistic and business skills to really
establish her clients on the web. She masterfully created sense, style, clarity and a marketing
brand from my thoughts and words, expectations and hopes. Cyrene Media completed the job
in record time, under budget, and to my complete satisfaction." Intrepreneur Coaching
!
"I have had the pleasure of working with the owner of Cyrene Media, Ms. Rachel
Blackman. I found Rachel to be direct, upbeat and willing to be patient, as I knew nothing about
the process or the language involved in working with Internet technology. Rachel asked lots of
great questions regarding colors, function of the site and purpose. I recommend and appreciate
the fine work of Cyrene Media." Denise Patnod

Graphic Design Endorsements
!
"A great start! You're closer on the first draft than most people would be. Logos are sort
of like novel titles and opening lines. You have to stuff a whole lot into very little. I'm glad you're
the one for the job." Elizabeth Cohen, Property Options Group
!
"Rachel Blackman works on diligent level from conception to final product. She's
attentive, available and flexible with feedback. We have a counter brochure for our new venture
that does the trick. I highly recommend her professionalism; and for anyone looking for work
done in graphic and web design--Cyrene Media is a smart choice. " Lee, Providence Optical
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Technical and Peer Consulting
!
"Cyrene Media is a great partner and valuable asset to our company. The client driven
approach, distinct design sensibilities and creative solutions insure each client a professional
and pleasurable experience in the development and execution of their web publishing needs."
Steve Edge, Cafe Edge
!
"As a small business owner who has limited skills with the internet and websites, I was
most impressed with the way Rachel presented her work. She set up appointments with me at
my convenience to discuss several aspects of my website which included the artistic and
technical sides of my site. I found it extremely easy to understand the ideas she had for me, and
more importantly, I found her welcoming of my input. "
Pat Zacks, The Camera Werks (site resources, tech and vendor liaison)

